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PREFACE 
PREFACE There is no longer any permanent burial for normal Hong Kong citi-
zen; the family has to carry out exhumation after 6-10 years for the 
dead body is burial, and re-interment in cremation. 
Ashes become the ultimate destiny of us. 
The thesis investigation start from the picture which was published at 
24-07-2010 at Appledaily. 
"起骨灰愈場不如起街市同商場"(why not build shopping mall and mar-
ket instead of columbarium niches?) 
A kid holding this slogan in a recent protest on government proposed 
location of new columbarium in Shek Mun. 
The picture interested me in several aspect, one of the most striking 
message to me is the conflict between the dead and the living. 
Personal Believes: 
I believed that the dead one shall be respected and rest in peace, no 
matter in any form, at anywhere in any part of the city/world upon 
his/her personal/family wishes. However, due to scarcity of land and 
Chinese's culture with the deceased, graveyard and columbarium 
become an unwelcome architecture and building in the society. This 
arouse a serious problem of the disposal of the deceased, and it is 
common for the family members to wait for four years or more even 
for a reused niches. 
Local Funeral Procedures: 
When a Hong Kong citizen is passed away, there are three main fu-
neral procedures to follow, 
1. Death (issue of Certificate of death by Registration Department, fol-
lowed by Burial Permit/Cremation Permit) 
2. Funeral (Depends on the personal/family choices), 
3. Disposal (Cremation/Burial). 
Form Of Disposal And Remembrance: 
From the burial of the whole body, to exhumation, and from exhu-
mation to cremation, the use of space of the dead body keeping 
decrease as the population and development growth in Hong Kong. 
From ancestral hall to columbarium, and now even the FEHD have 
established an internet remembrance website https://www.memo-
rial.gov.hk/default.aspx ⑴(which work like facebook), the form of 
remembrance also perform a dramatically transformation due to 
modernization and urbanization. 
memorial.gov.hk 
the memorial.gov.hk is a web memorial set up by the Food and Environmental 
Hygiene Department in 2010, which is intended to provide an alternative form of 
remembrance. The remembrance work like facebook, people can post photo, video, 
leave message for the predecessor. The above shot provide a general outlook of the 
website. 
image retrieved from https://www.m6morial.gov.hk/default.aspx, dated 14092010 
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CONTEXT & SCOPE 
current HK social and cultural review on death 
Numeric Context: The question of Supply and Demand 
Every year there is average 47,700 deaths in Hong Kong, 90% of them 
selected cremation as their form of disposal. House was elected for 
the death since the ancient time; however, due to the scarcity of land, 
many of them have to wait for three to five years for reused niches. 
(All fourteen thousand government run columbarium niches were full 
in 2005, there will be no new columbarium niches till 2012, in which 
only provide 41,000) The prolonged waiting period have prolonged 
the grief process； and created a series of social problem. It is esti-
mated that there are at least 30,000 ashes are waiting to be settled in 
Hung Horn. The supply and demand seems a never ending problem 
of the society. Despite the supply and demand issue, the place for the 
death is never just a place for disposal; it also embodied emotional 
and cultural idea of the society. 
Cultural Context: Social Conflict 
In Chinese society, the city of the death is generally believed to 
deteriorate the built environment. Which in fact that the real es-
tate facing the cemetery have a lower market price that the others. 
In 21-07-2010, CE Donald Tsang stated that each district have to 
find her own land which is suitable for columbarium niches. Just 2 
days later, the resident at Shek Mun protest against the erection 
of columbarium niches tower near their housing estate. There are 
fundamental contradiction between the beverament family and the 




The studies start from a more board understanding of the topic other 
from the architecture perspective. As the place of death problem are 
not only the functional and numeric issue, which related to cultural 
and social issue. Thus through interdisciplinary studies, the research 
intended to get a boarder understanding of cemetery in a wider 
context. And intended to later import some new ideas to architecture 
from other perspective. 
Apart from a general literature review； a more humanistic view is 
needed in examining of a highly cultural issue, thus public consulta-
tion is performed; to avoid a top down approach which architect and 
planner usually apply in their design. 
Architectural Research 
Precedent Studies of architecture from east and west are selected, 
the studies aims to define the architecture role in the cemetery. And 
also through the sectional approach to examine how architect ex-
press the cemetery as a place of in between the deceased and the 
living. And finally a site in Hong Kong is selected to act as an architec-
ture experimentation/statement to the city for an alternative way of 
form of disposal and remembrance. 
THESIS STATEMENT 
THESIS STATEMENT 
architecture as an in-between of the 
deceased and living 
This thesis talk about architecture as an in between the living and the 
deceased, it provide place and space for the memory between the liv-
ing and the deceased. And it is not just a disposal space, but it is also 
a place for emotion expression and cultural inheritance. The thesis 
starts under the current social conflict between the government and 
public about columbarium niches provision. With the current disposal 
and remembrance paradigm in Hong Kong; the columbarium niches 
supply is a never ending problem. It is obvious that the question is 
not about how many columbarium niches the city could provide; but 
it is about the underlying question: how we treat the deceased and 
its relationship between the livings. Thus the thesis starts to investi-
gate the nature of cemetery; which is never only a place of disposal; 
but also a place of cultural inheritance; education, sorrow and cure. 
The thesis thus intended to preserve those functions without a 
permanent totem of the individual deceased, and it is intended to 
become a "permanent" place in the heart of the city through sustain-
able grow and regeneration over time. This thesis also intended to 
investigate how the place of death to coexist with the living by inves-
tigation of different visitation of cemetery. 
INTERDISCIPLINARY VIEW 
INTERDISCIPLINARY VIEW 
Sociology Understanding: Traditional Chinese thinking on bereavement 
Cultural Understanding: Traditional Chinese thinking on bereave-
ment 
The most influential views in China is Confucian view, in which domi-
nate China ethnics and social systems for over 2000 years. "Confu-
cians generally believe that a life that has been fulfilled is the most 
precious thing for a human being and that not tolerating harm to 
one's parents is the fulfillment of filial piety."l Filial piety is the most 
important paradigm in Chinese society, which as a tool to establish/ 
stabilize the society structure.("慎終追遠，民德歸厚矣-論語"•）This 
views implies obligation for the survivors to respect the ancestors, 
the obligation not only begin when the child are bom, but continue 
after their parents death. One of the forms of fulfilling the obligation 
is through ritual and periodically visits their passed family members, 
(which is usually at the Double Ninth Festival and Ching Ming Festi-
val.) Traditionally； Chinese ideology on the place of death is "distant 
and respect". (In KongZi words:敬鬼神而遠之）This paradigm somehow 
have affect the relationship of place of death and place of living, in 
which the place of death is usually place away from the city of living, 
avoiding disturbance to the ancestor and spirit. Confucian generally 
against cremation as a form of disposal, as this is seen as not fulfilling 
filial piety of burning the ancestor body, as Kong Zi states: "Everyone 
must die and the dead must be buried in the ground". 1 which deter-
mine the form of burial for over 2000 years. 
P40. End of life decision making - a cross national study, edited by Robert H. Blank & Janna 
C. Merrick, The Mit Press 
Every people have his own thinking/experience even they encounter 
an exactly identical places. Stereotype seems to be a political incor-
rect terms, but generalization of human perception and behavior may 
be a more logical/什uitful/starting point in approaching the issue of 
life and death. Eliade in his renowned book of 'the sacred and the 
profane: the nature of religion' demonstrate the differentiation of 
perception of time, place, nature, life and death between the reli-
gious man and irreligious man. As Eliade said, no one/very few people 
in the world are 100% irreligious, which reveals at their behavior and 
perception in certain ritual and festival. That is also true for the Chi-
nese society like Hong Kong, which adopting a western urbanization 
system, but still retain its inner Chinese values or believes; such as 
filial piety and social order. Although the tradition become simplified 
and fast transforming, it also help us to pass through some of the mo-
mentous time we faced in life. Thus although we are most irreligious 
man in the city, we still have the ability or need to experience sacred-
ness. In which create a non-homogenous space and time perception. Space 
Religious Man 
1. p. 10 The scared & the profane 
by A Harvest Book 
the nature of religion by Mircea Eliade [1957], published 
INTERDISCIPLINARY VIEW 
INTERDISCIPLINARY VIEW 
Theology: the sacred & the profane -
perception differentiation on time and space 
l l n r o d u c t & n 
THERORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
"Man dwells when he can orientate himself within and identity him-
self with an environment" i write Norberg-Schulz. 
The theory of place is selected for the theoretical framework of this 
thesis; as it's provided an more humanities and cultural perspective 
towards the subject. The investigation on the theory of place included 
the place as memories, modern place (non-place), and potential on 
the place of death. 
PLACES OF MEMORIES 
The terms genius loci had influence the contemporary architectural 
movement, and the advocate criticize about the lost of place in the 
time of modernization, in which fill the place with homogenous and 
emotionless space. City, places are reservoir for history, as also con-
tain citizen collective memory. How we build and how we live is repre-
senting how we position ourselves in the cosmos. The place of death, 
likewise, represents our relationship of the deceased with the cosmos 
(including another reality, heaven, hell, the living one, relationship 
with other deceased). 
LIQUID ENVIRONMENT 
Contemporary city are continually transforming, and justify by new 
values, new event and new idea. Aaron Betsky have question about 
the concept of place and dwelling in the modern city. "How can we 
be at home at all in a world in which the continual movement of 
goods, people, and information continually erodes all sense of per-
"Mon dwells when he can orientate himself within and identity himself with an 
environment" 
write Norberg-Schulz. 
"It is my own belief that a sense of place is something that we ourselves create in 
the course of time. It is the result of habit or custom ...[and not] an unusual compo-
sition of spaces and forms" 
Writes John Brinckerhoff 
1, P.290, Memory and Architecture, edited by Eleni Baste [2004], University of New Mexico 
Press 
THERORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
manence from any place? How can we construct a physical order that 
can become a stage on which we can live our lives in concert with 
others if the constructions that allow us to live and play our role are 
increasingly invisible results of communications and computer tech-
nologies？〃3 In a high mobility and diversity of culture and living, how 
could a space become a place in the society become a question to be 
examined. 
POTENTIAL ON THE PLACE OF DEATH 
Under the liquid environment, the people in the city are seldom hav-
ing an opportunity to gather with a particular place. With the Hong 
Kong context, the festival provides an opportunity for the family 
members to gather in a particular place. The cemetery provides an 
opportunity for a particular place of memory in the city and society. 
Cemetery actually is the place that has potential power, which could 
make a man 'dwell'. But how a place could is form is highly related to 
memory and time; a theory of Bernard Tschumi of place is taken for 
the architectural framework in the design: i.e. S.E.M= Space X Time X 
Movement. These three factors are identified to be the main force in 
making place. 
The cemetery have a vast oppourtunities in making an unique place 
in the city. 
TS.A 
Architecture as a mode of spacing 
that makes a place for the event. 
=Time X Space 
X Activities 
S.E.M. 
Space Event Movement 
=Place making 
by Bernard tschumi 
UNIVERSAL VALUE 
place of disposal & remembrance the transformation 
Being in the world is being is o 
being in space. - Matin Heidegger 
UNIVERSAL VALUE 
high density columbarium niches high desnsity housing in Hong Kong 18th Century Cemetery in paris in 21st Century Cemetery in Hong Kong 
The cemetery are used to be the in the city center in western country, 
in reminding 'momento mori' to the citizen. Threatening people as a 
mean to control. However, with the de-Christianization. Industrializa-
tion and hygienic concern; the newly built cemetery are placed at the 
out-skirt of the city, which left the space for the city for future devel-
opment. 
T h e o .
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UNIVERSAL VALUE UNIVERSAL VALUE 
Traditional Graveyard Columbarium Niches Disposal Back To Nature Online Remembrance 
The universal value of place of death in the modern city generally 
follows a similar ideology: the spatial requirement of the place of 
disposal and remembrance keep on decreasing. Despite the spa-
tial dimension requirement, the place of disposal has a tendency 
of transformation to a place to non-place. There are tendency that 
body remains to return to nature; as a paradigm of human as a part 
of nature. There are now even a virtual place of disposal and remem-
brance at the internet. 
T h c o ,
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Stem family system 
Cemetery embodied the cultural idea of the society. 
One of the major cultural ideas of place of death in 
traditional Chinese is the extension of social bond. 
The ancestral hall expresses the social structure 
of the family, which intended to extend the social 
bond. In there, the stem of the family become the 
most 'main character' in the family structure. The 
worship is as a whole rather than an individual 
rGmembrance. 
〇 ' 
0 Nuclei family system 
With the new society, the family structure has grad-
ually changed from the nuclei family system from 
the stem family system. In which the "parent" be-
come the nuclei of the system. The worship or re-
membrance is mainly an individual remembrance. 
The individualism and changed in family structure 




cemetery embodied the society view's on the death 
and its relationship with the society 
o 
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local attitude and paradigm for the place of death 
A more board analysis of the issue and a more detailed public con-
sultation is carried out to give a better understanding of public views 
towards columbarium niches. 
Statistics 
In 2010, the Bauhinia Foundation Research Centre has carried out a 
survey regarding the columbarium niches in the Policy Recommenda-
tion Hi只hIights.According to the survey, it is important to note that 
l .do you agree 18 district have 
their own columbarium 
2. would you agree using columbarium in 
returns of public facilities? 
3. do you agree the columbarium built 
should serve local resident? 
4. what solution you think is the best to 
solve the shortage problem? 
LOCAL VALUE 
70% 
i l l 
continue from question 4; 
age group of the question; 
what solution you think is the 
best to solve the shortage 
problem. 
• 50 or above 
• 30-49 
• 18-29 
the high numbers of people are advocate of building columbarium 
niches in 18 districts. And people are more willing to accept colum-
barium niches in return of public facilities. This paradigm shows 
although a taboo is rooted in the society; but it could also be shifted 
in return of benefit. 
Local Value - Views on the taboo 
"Nevertheless, a man could not act as a solider without his gun en-
abling him to do so; in other words, the agent 'soldier' lends the gun 
his intention but inversely, the gun lends him its materiality.....without 
their three-dimensional, public materiality, there would be no other 
forms on which people could rely to embody so expressively their 
social organization, historic background, cultural, religious and politi-
cal volues/^1. Architecture thus creates the environment that embod-
ies the above value. The undesirable building, have created the built 
environment that in conflict with the society cultural, historical or 
aesthetic value, however, its materiality also gives a power for the 
society to shift and change their paradigm of their built environment. 
In here, a more open view on 'taboo' is taken in terms of architecture, 
which the architecture are intended to act as a propaganda/alterna-
tives of form of disposal and remembrance to the society. 
1. p. 13, Indispensable Eyesores - an anthropology ofundesired building, by Melanie van der 
Hoorn [2009], published by Berghahn books. 
JELI CHONG, 24 SlU, 24 
FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION 
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FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION 
24092010 - 1800 
Participator - Jeli (24), Siu (24), Wing Chong (24) 
Coordinator - Yikwo (23) 
Do you have a worship habit? 
Wing & Jeli: Yes, anniversary like Double Ninth Festival and Family 
member date of birth/death. 
Siu & Yikwo: No worship habit, it is whenever my family say need to 
worship than i will. 
I 
Siu: I have not worship my ancestor for several years already, as the 
j ancestor are buried in the mainland China. But the mainland may 
hove one big celebration or worship several years. 
Wing: I think it depends on one family's structure and size. 
Do you see the above worship as a obligation or other else? 
Wing: I will see that as a family activities rather than an obligation. 
； The worship activities also provide an opportunity for the family com-
munication. As there is only two festival for those gathering in the 
modern society； i.e. Lunar New Year and Double Ninth festival, thus 
the worship activities is important, and those activities are not neces-
sary bound to any religious. 
Do you believe in any religious? 
Jeli: I currently do not have any religious. 
Siu: Same as Jeli. 
Wing: I think ghost or spirit exist or not is should not be in consider-
ation, as i think it will not affect my daily life much. If you ask me now, 
i would say that i currently have no religious； but i do not exclude any 
possibilities in afterlife or death related rites. 
What do you think about the function of cemeteries? 
Jeli: I think the cemeteris provide a place for us to remberance our 
relatives and deceased family member. Help us to express our feeling 
and emotion. 
Siu: I agree with Jeli, as it is Chinese tradition. 
Do you mind your living area can see the cemteries? 
Wing: It is not the matter of religious or believe in spirit or not, as 
those cemeteries are things that affect us psychologically, people will 
not too welcome ultimately, so why not all people will like'it, will not 
put it out of our eyeshore? 
Jeli: I am netural about that. 
Siu: Worship is a kind of private activities, i think people are not going 
to contact other descended in every day life. If your are facing a lot of 
"stranger", with definitely have a negative emotion. 
What do you worship? Your ancestors or just those relative you 
know or have live with? 
Wing: For my case, my parent worship there parents, so did i as i 
know there is a strong social bond between us. But we will not wor-
ship for one who are too "far" from our existence family. 
Jeli: My family will worship the our ancestors, which does not bound 
T h e o .
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FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION 
to ancestors that we have lived together. 
Siu: If worship than is across whole family, does not bound to anyone 
who know or not. But i will not suddenly go to worship if my family 
does not "instruct" me to do so. 
What you think about the future of worshiping ancestor? 
Wing: I think it is because those who we are worshipping, luckily is 
still not the one with strong correlation to us. I think if we encoun-
ter that momentous moment at the future, we may have a different 
perspective on worship, although we are now not too keen on those 
tradition. 
Have you ever think of your form of disposal after you dead? 
Wing: I think it is still immature for us to talk about that, as the world 
change fast, death to us still seems far away from us. For me i have 
not think of that and open to any possibilities for than. 
Jeli & Siu: Agree with Wing, and have not think of that before. 
In summarizing the discussion of the columbarium issue, it 
is find out that follow Mircea Eliade argument on the religious and 
irreligious man about the perception of space and time in terms of 
sacred and profane. This is best shown in the Double Ninth and Ching 
Ming festival, in which people are flock to the cemetery or colum-
barium niches to do their worship and visiting their relatives or old 
friends. Another important point to follow is that the interviewee has 
identified that the festival or worship are not only in remembrance of 
the deceased, but also a social activities. 
The spectrum of participators is around 20, the reason lie on 
that cemetery ultimately is a place for the living's need. It's built for 
the future. Thus the interviewee is stressed on the younger genera-
tion, intended to respond for the future cemetery. However, although 
FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION 
weekday 
Double Ninth festival 
they have identified the important of cemetery and worship; they 
also do not have a strong stand on views of death. '/As we are still 
young and not facing death directly, we are open minded to new 
values on place of death, but we think our tradition hove some good 
values which should be retain." Wing Chong. What Wing pointed 
out here open an opportunity for the architecture have a potential 
to educate the future generation on the alternative form of disposal 
and remembrance. 
T h e o .
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LOCAL VALUE 
built environment of the place of death and its implication 
01 TSUEN WAN COLUMBARIUM (1987) 
BY DENNIS LAU & NG CHEN MAN 
Local Case 
1. Tsuen Wan Columbarium (1987) 
by Dennis Lau & Ng Chen Man 
% 
s i 
R e w e a r c h
 ^ 
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TSUEN WAN COLUMBARIUM TSUEN WAN COLUMBARIUM 
URBAN CONTEXT HUMAN AND CEMETERY RELATIONSHIP 
"placing ifteb levels of columbarium, on top of the other......Dennis 
Lau and Ng Chen Man managed to respect local customs and 
working within the traditional terracing system which can already be 
seen else where in the Chinese Cemetery" [1】 
The architecture intended to evoke a sense of a hill terrace, and 
which satisfied the physical and spiritual needs of the living as the 
dead the lower levels house a series of 36 family niches rooms 
which can hold almost 2,000 sets of ashes. Each niches also has a 
compartment for the storage of ancestral records, so the place be-
comes a repository of history and memory. 
The architecture also incorporate several Chinese architectural idea, 
in which representing good fortune and to drive bad spirit off the 
places. 
[1]R 140 Monument builders: modem architecture and death /Edwin Heathcote., Academy Editions. 1999. 
From above to bottom: View from Tsing Yi Water Promenade, activities of Water 
Promenade facing the Tsuen Wan Cemetery, The relationship between the city of 
living and the city of dead at Tsuen Wan 
TSUEN WAN COLUMBARIUM TSUEN WAN COLUMBARIUM 
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 
Personally i do not believe in any religious, however, the existing of 
columbarium niches provoke a sense of respect and uncertainty by 
itself. The power of the object seems have overtaking the architec-
ture and the environment it created. Each picture, each niches seems 
to talk the whole story our the deceased. The photo, the niches, the 
oblation, all the existing seems to tell about the story, the object have 
created the connection between the visitor and the deceased. No 
matter what your religious or believe. 
The architecture here intended to embrace with the natural element. 
Above: The route lead to the entrance of Tsuen Wan Cemetery, the nature here 
provoking o sense of peaceful and clam effect along. 
Above: Natural view from the Tsuen Wan Columbarium 
Bottom (From Left to Right): The only existence of the Columbarium from the street 
level at Riviera Garden. The side view of the columbarium from the cemetery area. 
The main entrance design incorporate with Chinese idea and symbolism. 
cemetery function 
Emotional need 
1. place for fa rev 
2. place for rem( 
3. place for cure 
well of deceased . 
embrance HriVate SpdCG 
Cultural need 
1. place for education 
2. place for extension of social bond 
3. place for tradit ion Inheritance 
4. place for obligation 
Public space 
After the above investigation, the function of a cemetery/columbari-
um niches are summarized as: 
- Practical need 
- Emotional need: 1. Place for farewell of deceased, 2. Place for 
remembrance, 3. Place of cure 
- Cultural need: 1. Place for education, 2. Place for extension of 
social bond, 3. Place for tradition inheritance, 4. Place for obligation. 
FUNCTION OF CEMETERY 
a summary 
Practical need 




a programmatic pattern 
Tsuen Wan columbarium Diamond Hill columbarium 
I Housing Estate H Columbarium Niches tower ^ Graveyard Institution/Factory 




a general understanding 
To begin with the architecture research, it is necessary to identify the 
role of architecture in the cemetery. Architecture here is identifying 
as an in-between space between living cosmos and the deceased. By 
establishing a built environment for the particular event and function 
to happen； and in particular, act as a space narrative for the architec-
ture for the relationship between the deceased and the living. Here-
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RETURN TO NATURE 
landscaope and the cemeteries become 
an integral port. The narrative land-
scape here speak for the new concept 
of cemtery at that time - creamtion, 
the most efficient and hygienceform 
of disposal at that time. Establishing a 
new form of commemoration and cel-
ebration. 
Woodland Cemetery by GunnorAsplund 
a ca w la w n ra rs ra a CT rs a ra KS cs t 
URBANIZATION 
the urbanization arouse the land is-
sue and the city of the dead have been 
expelled to the outskirt of the city. The 
columbarium niches become one of the 
major from of disposal and place for 
remebrancefor the society. Architect 
continuous to tell his/her idea of death 
and life through architectural language 
and experience. 
Igualada Cemetery by Enric Miralles 





Being in the world is being is a 
being in space. - Matin Heidegger 
MOMENT�MORI 
-let surivors think of their ultimate 
destiny, as a mean to control human 
behavior. The architectural space is 
dark to evoke a sense of uncertainty 
and mystery, which strengten the main 
theme of the cemteries. 
Chapel-Of-Skulls-ln-Czermna, Finland 
ARCHITECTURE OF SHADOW 
Unlike other cemteries at that time, 
Boullee does not intended to reveal the 
momento mori by death related totem. 
The Newton cenotaph here develop 
symbolism as a mean to express the hu-
man relationship with the cosmo. And 
the scanty and mystery is created by 
the shadow and darkness of the interior. 
Cenotaph to Sir Isaac Newton 
To investigate the relationship of the deceased and the living one, it is 
important to grasp a bigger picture of the architecture of the death, 
its transformation and the idea embodied. In Mart in Heidegger words 
"Being in the world is a being in space", similar paradigm in archi-
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THE LIVING & THE DECEASED 
land, sky and memory 
THE LIVING AND THE DECEASED 
The history and the memory can not be nostalgic, 
through the perception of space, the visitors percept 
related idea represent the tragedy. In which act as a re-
membrance of the deceased. 
The visitors through a experience of going down to the 
earth, and back to the ground, as a mean to connecting 
the another cosmos. 
Section 1 To 2500 Memorial Of lyiurderedjews 
2004 Peter Esinemen 
individual memory on 
the deceased 
collective memory 
The remembrance are by the visitation by the relatives/ 
friends of the deceased. 
O The place of disposal are deep under ground to symbol-
- ize the idea of burial in Christian tradition of disposal. 
section 1 to 2500 Church Of St. Mary Of The Angel 
2003 WOHA 
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decay with time 
no 门 
The idea Enric Mirales are decaying with 
time, the memory / remembrance activities 
are keep on decay； so does the architecture 
which intended to decay with the land. 
The land are carved out so that the building 
seems to stand there for a long time. 
section 1 to 2500 Igulada Cemetery 
1985-1994 Enric Miralles 





The remembrance of the deceased decay 
with time as the connection between the 
deceased and the living weaken, however, 
the monumentality intended to last, the 
memory become collective and stable 
The land here is flat and intended to have a 
sense of artificial, reinforcing the ide丰 of the 
"city of the dead" 
section 1 to 2500 Cemetery Of San Cataldo 




THE LIVING AND THE DECEASED THE LIVING AND THE DECEASED 
individual memory The remembrance are by the visitation by the rela-
tives/friends of the deceased. 
The land are not directly related to the place of dis-
posal in this building. However, it intended to create 
a alternative land for the visitation in accordance 
with the Chinese traditional idea of worshipping. 




The remembrance are by the visitation by the 
relatives/friends of the deceased. 
Different from the western thinking on place 
of death, the connection of the deceased 
and the visitors are through a ascending path 
to the place of burial. 
section 1 to 2500 Diamond Hill Columbariun 
2009 ASD 
section 1 to 2500 Chinese Style Cemetery 
Diamond Hill Cemetery ^ 
w- rfhl 
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THE LIVING AND THE DECEASED 
THE LIVING & THE DECEASED 
sptial sequence 
The spatial sequence - from a open and visually open environment, 
Peter Esinmen here create a experience of gradual loss of sense of di-
rection and time in the environment. 
The sense of loss and disconnect with the outer environment, which 
representing the emotion of the the murdered Jews in WWII. 
section 1 to 625 Memorial of Murdered Jews, 
The journey here is representing the Christian idea of burial, the sym 
bolic idea of cross and the going down to earth to represent of enter-
ing another realms, to connect with the deceased. 
section 1 to 625 Church of St. Mary of the Angel 2003 WOHA 
llllllllll 
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The journey by the visitors is a 
rather direct and monolithic ex-
perience of going up, which in 
somehow intended to captured 
the traditional idea of going up 
the hill to worship. 
columbariuln niches 
section 1 to 625 Diamond Hill Columbarium Niches 2009 ASD 
public open spac 
The journey of the traditional worship is hiking； to con-
nect with the nature, the worship are not merely a ritual, 
but also act as a place/time for family gathering, in which 
the pavilion are designed to serve for a sheltered space 
for the activities. 
place of disposal 
section 1 to 625 Chinese Style Cemetery Diamond Hill Cemetery 
3 
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Going down to earth, like entering a space that have long been there. 
The visitors go deep into the ground, not only showing the idea of 
burial of deceased, but also act as a narrative of going down to another 
realms in connection with the deceased. 
The building material used here are intended to decay/change with 
time. Which act as a "momento mori〃. And also intended to remind the 
visitors the past of time. And the building are going to decay with the 
visitors. 
section 1 to 625 Igulada Cemetery 1985-1994 Enric Miralles 
The building facade act as an interface between the "death" world and 
the "living". The building facade does not tell any clues for the insides, 
through the building facade； the visitors encounter a different realm, in 
which provide a particular place for the visitors to remembrance. 
tower of emptiness columbarium niches 
section 1 to 625 Cemetery Of San Cataldo 1971 Aldo Rossi 
> - . 0 ^ .
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Following the Chris-
tian idea, there is 
not a particular ritual 
for a human to do 
remembrance. One 
remembrance are 
simply by his/her 
memory. 
This is an more in-
dividual activities, 
which are revealed 
in the spatial typol-
ogy of the colum-
barium. 
The intended event is remem-
brance, in which the reality is 
created by one own perception 
on space. The differences in the 
scale of space create a different 
perception and emotion by ones 
reality. 
• columbarium niches place for offering meditation poi 
THE LIVING AND THE DECEASED 
THE LIVING & THE DECEASED 
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The event of the connection 
-worship take in an event in 
front of the grave. 
The event take place in open 
area, the space that carried 
out the ritual are indeed pub-
lic space. 
With reflecting the remem-
brance are seldom individual 
activities, while it is an family 
business. 





joss paper burner 
sanitary fitting 
；1-iticir-l 
Likewise the ritual take place 
in the open air cemetery 
or any older type of colum-
barium, the event take place 
here are more controlled for 
hygienic purpose. 
The private space in front of 
the grave that enable worship 
event are transform into a 
moveable table. 
The space of remembrance 
are public in nature as the tra-
ditional cemetery. 
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THE LIVING AND THE DECEASED 
THE LIVING AND THE DECEASED 
spatial strategy | land and memory 
To begin with the architecture research, it is necessary to identify the 
role of architecture in the cemetery. 
Architecture here present as an in-between space between living 
cosmos and the deceased. By establishing a built environment for 
the particular event and function to happen, and in particular, act as 
a space narrative for the architecture for the relationship between 
cosmos, deceased and the living. 
The spatial strategy with cemetery is summarized as: 
Land and memory 
Land are important idea of cemetery, human remains are used to 
burial in many western and eastern culture. Land becomes a narrative 
self reflection 2. ritual/event/tradition 
for the relationship between the living, deceased and the cosmos. In 
Christian architecture, the place of disposal is usually underground; in 
which the living one have to be in a more controlled and focus space 
(detachment to the outside environment) for the need of remem-
brance. In contrast, the Chinese one is placed on an open ground, one 
of the reasons is the social activities that carried out instead of an 
individual remembrance. 
Spatial sequence 
As discussed before, the western usually have a journey in going 
down to communicate with the deceased. For the Chinese Hill cem-
etery, the movement of going up is important, as a place for viewing; 
symbolizing a vision to the future. In fact, one of the key activities in 
Ching Ming and Double Ninth festival is going up, and has a sequence 
of interaction with the nature. 
Ritual and event 
Unlike western form of remembrance, Chinese remembrance always 
bounded to worship; this have an implication of open ground, which 
have a better ventilation to the smoke. ‘ ‘ 
The strategy is expressed as the relationship with the land and sum-
marized as follow: 
3. collective 
mediat ion 
detached f rom the environ-
ment, focus on self reflection 
UNDERGROUND 
ob l iga t ion-movement 
land of obligation, as a 
m e n t f o r t h e event 
OPENGROUND 
land for v is ta /hope 
vista for hope, for prospect as 
well as the future 
ELEVATED GROUND 
f o r m of bur ial 
return to the land, the land 
the " m o t h e r " of the body 
UNDERGROUND 
f o r m of worsh ip 
w i th the particular worship 
activities, the worship area 
is remain opened for better 
ventilation OPENGROUND 
> r c h .




a marco studies 
cemetery - urban area and sea disposal relationship 18 district relation<;hin 
In the current context, cemetery is generally located at the city out-
skirt. In traditional cemetery, hill and nature is an important idea. To 
follow the government policy of each district have to find a land for 
columbarium niches; a site is selected which have less relationship 
with the hill; in which intended to put the architecture in experiment 
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a micro studies 
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site analysis - major access from the site figure and ground 
The site selected is to respect the local paradigm on the place of 
death, which has a layer of school and factory, creating a buffer zone 
for the place of living and the place of death. The site is selected also 
because it is connected to the Hoi Sum Park and the future waterfront 
area; which likely to establish a new relationship between the living 





• hous ing • shopp ing mal l 
口 p o d i u m • church & t e m p l e 
• ins t i tu t ion • publ ic park 
program analysis 
relationship with the se 
sea scattering of the se< 
It provides an alternative mean of disposal: 
j 
SPTIAL REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS 
SPATIAL REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS 
study on the space requirement and expected provision 
The numberic studies is carried out to have an idea of how many/ 
much columbarium niches could be provided in the site. However, as 
the perviously dicussed; the columbarium niches supply are an never 
ending problem to the City. There should have another way around to 
solve the need of place of disposal in the future. 
II; Mil 11:1; 
02 
615 meters footprint=4813.4 sq meter 
rr 
03 
304 meters footprint=4094 sq meter 
stacking of module: 
"70 meters 
no. of floor=21 
' ' ' • • • p — Total area: 117.4 sq meters 
^ (vertical circulation area are not included) 
~ Number: 175(»modutei 




1 7 5 (a module) _ stacking of module: 
140 meters 
no. of floor=41 
w/t/i the studies based on diamond hill and demographics, three Diamond hill co-
lumbarium niches is needed: ,"� 
x 3 
S i t e
 S e l e c t i o 
Existing Land 
Hard concrete surface, with the plant 
growing from the concrete crack. 
Urban Observation 
decay and regernation on building 
integration as a whole of the manmade and 
nature. Constrast between decay and growth. 
To solve the supply problem of the niches supply; an alternative way 
should be arrived. With the new promotion of alternative way of dis-
posal (ash scattering in the garden and sea burial). The architecture 
here does not keep any totem of any individual deceased; it is a place 
of the ash scattering and waiting pier for sea burial. And with the 
idea of decay and regerantion (integration of nature in the land) ； the 
architecture here intended to show a scale of time to the visitors. 
Decay and Regeneration 
DECAY AND REGENERATION 
a alternative way to solve the supply problem 
D e c a y
 + R e g e n
 S 
Decay and Regeneration 
Integreation of soft and hard land, the place of disposal are 
intended to be "grow" along the garden. The garden act as a 
place of grow and death. The family members first visit the 
garden and perform ash scattering; and ten years later, the na-
ture take apart the area.,the grow and change of the nature 
Decay and Regeneration 
in the soft mateial evoking the sense of t ime to the visitors, 
and also act as a metaphor of regernation of the remains to 
the nature.The garden therotically can house the deceased's 
remain as long as the city's life. 
D e c a y
 + R e « e n
 ^ 
tortuous path to the sacred site 
To keep the project a realistic context, the number of columbarium 
niches to be provided is studies. The high density of columbarium 
niches is accepted； in which the spatial arrangement in Diamond Hill is 
taken as a reference. With the studies of the demographic and expec-
tation life of 83 years, for the next 20 years, it is estimated that a total 
of 56,800 number of columbarium niches tower is needed. 
Mm 
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urban condition and corresponding strategy 
m 
1 to 2000 URBAN STRATEGY MODEL 
URBAN STRATEGY 
respond to the site context 
URBAN STRATEGY 
U r b a n
 s t r a t e g y 
V 
PROGRAM STRATEGY 
a alternative oroaram in columbarium niches 
place of disposal 
+ /t}n}ombrc3f)co 
p/iici-f for coriiiuntption' 
offerings for (ho ancestor p/cJce fo/ gatfit^hnc 
activities allocation 
For a cemetery, four different form of visitation reason is identified: 
1. First disposal 2. Revisit 3. Annual Visit 4_ Daily Activities, the need 
of private space decrease from 1 to 4. The sequence is thus put into 
the context in relation to the city. Different visitation reason has a 
different implication on spatial quality. Like the first disposal require 
a highly private area for self-reflection and remembrance. However 
conceptual model -
different vistation activities 
are interelated tqtiggb 
relationship 
ent visitomWi 




jto respect, tc 
jshow the pla 
A n n u a l V i s i t a t i on 
Dai ly ac t iv i t ies 
；the activties / 
TOgram are the 
reflection of the 
Social gathering 
of the living's 
one + education 
Sea Bur ia l 
First V is i ta t i on 
Second V is i ta t i on 
^remembrance~ — 
garden - nature 
[was incorporate 
forjiealing 
vacy and program determine its rela-
tionship with the others sequence. 
PROGRAM STRATEGIES PROGRAM STRATEGIES 
SEQUENCE STRATGERY 
the sequence of the visitation 
divided into 4 different reasons. For 
each visitation, different need of pri 
be 
with the annual visits, it is more about social activities, which enable a 
closer relationship with the daily activities sequence. 




P r o g r a m 
CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
FINAL DESIGN 
Here are the final design with reference to the pervious studies strat-
egies. The final design here follows the idea sequence o f : 
1. Urban strategies 
2. Related different Visitation with related to the context 
3. Land of transformation is used as a tool to create space 
with relating to different visitation 
4. For different visitation; a specific section is designed 
5. A detail colarge is used as a mean to studies/show the 
relationship between different visitation. 
and finally a special studies is carried out to studies on how the place 
would evolute with the future and have different meaning with the 
citizens. 
D e s i g n 
New Public Plaza 
act as a focal point of peo-
ple gather and wait in daily 
activties and ChingMing 
Festival 
Public Carpark 
the original carpark is push 
backward to give back the 
waterfront to the public. 
1. Farewell Hall 
2. Small Chapel 
3. Remberanee Courtyard 
4. Adminstration 
5.Disposal Garden 
6. Sea Burial Waiting Halt 
7. Event Hall (Second Vistatlon) 
8. Adminstration and Priest Restroom 
10.Public Foyer 
11. Joss Paper Shop 
12. Flower Shop 
13. Vegeterian Restaruant 
14. Public Plaza 
15. Joss paper Shop 
Consultation Workshop 
21. Exhibition 
nd Floor Plan 
Existing Pavilion 
act as a place for far rem-






 . . . 
Main Section 
T T n r y -t h r 
D e s i g n 
DESIGN OF DIFFERENT VISITATIONS 
Daily Activities 
D e s i g 
VISTATIONS INTER-RELATIONSHIP VISTATIONS INTER-RELATIONSHIP 
Relationship between the event visitation and first visitation: 
the family pass through the rememberance garden in the first visi-
taiton. When time passed and the family members grows; the family 
members re-visit the remberance garden in different approach. This is 
intended to trigger a memory to the first visitation or the memory of 
the first disposal of their family members's body remains. 
Relationship between the daily/event visitation, first visitation and 
second visitation : 
The place of disposal - the remberance garden are located at the cen-
ter of the architecture. There are sectional relationship between the 
daily/event visitation, first visitation and second visitation. 
First visitation and event visitation relationship 
Rememberance garden and di f ferent visitat ion relationship 
VISTATIONS INTER-RELATIONSHIP 
Relationship between daily visitation and rememberance garden: 
the daily visitation journery have a slope that is continuing increase, 
which is intended to give a sense of slowing down to the visitor; and 
with the visitor visual connection to the rememberance garden, they 
can select continue the visitation or turning back to the Hoi Sum Park. 
slope slightly increase at the edge, 
with a sense of slowing down and 
approaching. 
H f f l f i i i B i P M B W ^ l l i B B l 
i M B B H i i l l H i i i i t i W l i H B 
* Daily Activit ies and Place of Disposal Relationship 
D e s i g 
SPECIAL STUDIES 
THESIS STORY 
The special studies here focus on the aspects of place making. With 
the integration of different activities in the place; it is intended to 
form a particular place in the city. The studies here are expressed as 
family history. 
T h e
 O v e r v i e w
 § 
Line of Family History 
LITERATURE FRAMEWORK - Place Making ^ 
S.E.M. =Space X Event X Movement ‘ 
T.S.A = Time X Space X Activities ‘ 
The family who live In To Kwa Wan; 
visit the remberance garden at 
Sunday. A Father bring his son to the 
place of remberance to see where his 
father is buried, 
scattering from J 
27 6 31 53 
Vistation of Grandson which 
is migrated to Ireland; the 
grandson search for the 
history of the family in the 
family archive and educate 
his own son. 
CoronH \/lelfafirin 
Together with the relative and friends that have mem-
bers buried here; they gather at the re me mbe ranee 
garden at Ching Ming festival. 
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CONCLUSION 
CONCLUSION 
It is intended that the architecture here act as an architectural ex-
perimentation of the place of disposal in Hong Kong. And under the 
particular condition and social background, the selection of the site 
and form of disposal promote in this thesis take an counter position 
between general public paradigm: without a monumental totem 
after one death and a place of death in the city center. However; the 
scope of this topic is too large and too many to handle, the design 
at the final stage seems lack of the original focus that shown on the 
research stage. 
And to conclude this thesis; it is a statement for anti-totem; without a 
permanent totem of individual deceased, and through the integration 
of nature; it is intended to capture the sense of decay and regenera-
tion. And the remembrance garden is ambitious to become a place 
of sustainable grows; with the strong association of different family 
events over different generation. It is intended to become a particular 
and sacred place in the heart of the city. 
c o n c l u s i o n 
DESIGN PROCESS 
DOCUMENTATION 
1 to 1000 massing model 
DOCUMENTATION DOCUMENTATION 
1 to 1000 massing model 1 to 1000 massing model 
p r o c e w s 
DOCUMENTATION DOCUMENTATION 







p r o c c w w 
v ^ h e architecture intended to merge with the site as a part of land/ 
〜 ， ，..w⑶“ ‘ g r o u n d . 
… „ . 偏 
DOCUMENTATION DOCUMENTATION 
I t o 250 final model 
p r o c 6 w w _ 
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